Best DIY Dog house Ideas for new Dog Owners - Guide

So, you have a new pet and you want to do the best you can for it, right? But dog houses are too expensive
and not even that good, to be honest. And if you are wondering how to get an esa letter then no need to
worry you can find many online services.
So, it is best that we make one from scratch. If you want to create a DIY dog house for your dearest pet
or ESA then I have some ideas just waiting for you. Just you wait for what I have got in store for you.
I have some of the easiest ideas that you can get started with immediately.
So, let us have a look at them.
Plan #1: Beginners House
This would be a very simple and easy dog house to build. Especially for medium sized dogs. All you need
is a bit of wood and you can join it together to create a dog house for beginners.
If you can, try to carve up a rounded door for the doggo. But if not then you can have a square one too.
Plan #2: Simple Frame House
Remember that dog house from Tom and Jerry? The one in which Spike lived and terrorized?
You can make that one too.
It is known as a simple frame house and it just needs a rectangular box. You can carve up the door easily
enough and then attach the roof separately.
Plan #3: A Deck House
Why would you want a deck with a dog house? Well, because it's so convenient, that’s why.
It has a space for some toys and you can easily store food and water there.
Basically, your dog will have everything they need right in their deck house.
But it’s a bit complicated to assemble.
Make sure you have a legitimate esa letter before you keep a dog in your house.
Plan #4: Crooked House
This one is easy to build and looks super cool. Like one of those houses that you buy from the store.
It actually looks a lot like the simple frame house except that it is uneven. The roof is longer on one side
and the signboard is crooked.
This gives the house a funky look, especially if you paint it with different colors.
Plan #5: Pallet House

This house is created by using plywood along with pallets. The front of the house even has a little covered
terrace so that your dog can relax on a rainy day.
The door looks a lot like the doors of our houses and it's up to you to decide if you want a closing door or
not.
If you want to have an Emotional Support Dog you would probably need a Pallet house.
Plan #6: Ranch Style House
Now, this is one luxurious house. If you want the best of the best for your doggo then you will have to do a
bit of hard work to assemble a ranch-style house.
It has a tiled roof and a little bit of shade to protect your doggo from the weather.
The food is kept outside on the porch.
Plan #7: A-Frame House
This one actually looks so close to a human house that it's ridiculous. It looks like one of those attic windows
upstairs.
But the good thing is that with this one, your dog will feel at home and at ease all the time.
It is completely covered so it will shelter your dog no matter what the weather.
Well, here are your ideas.
I hope you like them and try them ASAP.
And if you are looking for a house for an ESA dog then these are the best options as well. But if you are
looking for an ESA itself then you should search for an esa letter for dog first. You should always have all the
information beforehand.
Once you get your ESA, you can come right here and start on a dog house for your beloved companion.
Sounds fun, no?
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